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Abstract

This paper presents a complete analysis of a stochastic version of the Solow growth

model in which all parameters are ergodic random variables. Applying random dy-

namical systems theory, we prove that the dynamics and, in particular, the long-run

behavior is uniquely determined by a globally attracting stable random �xed point.

We also discuss the relation of our approach to that of ergodic Markov equilibria.

Keywords: Solow growth model; random dynamical systems; random �xed points;

ergodic Markov equilibria.
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1 Introduction

In the economic literature, ergodic Markov equilibria are commonly used

to describe the long-run behavior of stochastic systems. A Markov equilibrium

is a probability measure on the state space of some Markov process which is

invariant under the transition probability. This notion generalizes the concept

of a �xed point of a deterministic dynamical system, see Futia (1982) for a

detailed treatment of this approach and DuÆe et al. (1994) for a recent ac-

count. An analysis of the Solow growth model from this point of view is due

to Mirman (1972, 1973). He considered the case of independent and identi-

cally distributed (i.i.d.) production shocks, possessing a density with respect
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to Lebesgue measure (Mirman, 1973), and a case in which both population

growth rate and production shocks are uniformly bounded acyclic ergodic

Markov processes (Mirman, 1972).

Beside the fact that the concept of an (ergodic) Markov equilibrium makes

sense only for systems which are Markov processes, it has the major shortcom-

ing of not being related to sample path stability in general. That is, an ergodic

Markov equilibrium does not necessarily provide any information whether

sample paths starting at di�erent states converge or diverge for a given se-

quence of random shocks, i.e. the qualitative long-run behavior of each sample

path of an economy is completely described by an ergodic Markov equilibrium

from a statistical point of view, but the quantitative behavior of single sample

paths as well as the qualitative behavior of ensembles of sample paths is not

described by the Markov equilibrium in general.

Our goal in this paper is to introduce and illustrate an equilibrium concept

for nonlinear stochastic systems which is related to the dynamical behavior

and, in particular, to the sample path stability of such systems. The emphasis

here is on the study of the simultaneous motion of several sample paths in-

stead of single sample paths. The concept of a random �xed point provides an

alternative stochastic analogue of a deterministic �xed point. In this paper, we

apply this concept to derive a complete analysis of a stochastic version of the

Solow growth model, Solow (1956) and Swan (1956), in which all parameters

are ergodic random variables. We prove that the dynamics (and therefore the

long-run behavior) of this stochastic system is uniquely described by a globally

attracting stable random �xed point. In particular, sample paths with di�er-

ent initial states behave identical in the long-run (from a statistical as well as

from a dynamical point of view) and their stability properties are determined

by the random �xed point.

Our study is placed within the framework of random dynamical systems,

Arnold (1998). This theory o�ers a description of stochastic systems from a

dynamical systems point of view, and it is more general than a description by

stochastic processes. In particular, the theory of random dynamical systems

covers Markov processes and hence Markov equilibria. The main tool for our

analysis is a random version of the Banach �xed point theorem which is due to

Schmalfu� (1996, 1998). A version for random di�erence equations is presented

here. We also analyze the relation of random �xed points and Markov equi-

libria. In a recent paper, Becker and Zilcha (1997) prove existence of random

�xed points in a stochastic Ramsey model. However, they cannot carry out a

stability analysis of the random �xed point because of the lack of suÆcient

information about the optimal policy function.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces random dynamical

systems generated by random di�erence equations and random �xed points.

Section 3 analyzes the stochastic Solow growth model. Two examples are stud-

ied in Section 4. The relationship between Markov equilibria and random �xed

points is analyzed in Section 5.
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2 Random dynamical systems with discrete time

We give a brief introduction to the framework used to study perturbed

dynamical systems that are described by random di�erence equations. The

reader is referred to Arnold (1998) for the general theory and for additional

information.

Let (
;F ;P) denote a probability space, and let � : 
! 
 be a measurable

invertible mapping with measurable inverse �
�1. We will assume that � is

ergodic, i.e. P is ergodic with respect to �. This mapping is de�ned with two-

sided time Z without loss of generality. The collection (
;F ;P; f�tgt2Z) is

called an ergodic dynamical system, denoted by � for short.

Consider the random di�erence equation xt+1 = h(�t!; xt) where the map

h(!; �) =: h(!) : Rd ! R
d is measurable and measurably invertible. De�ne,

'(t; !; x) =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

h(�t�1!) Æ : : : Æ h(!)x for t � 1

x for t = 0

h(�t!)�1 Æ : : : Æ h(��1!)�1x for t � �1

(1)

'(t; !; x) is the state of a stochastic system (generated by a random map h)

at time t which has been started at x0 = x under the perturbation determined

by !. In particular, '(1; !) � h(!). h is called the generator of '.

If h(!) : Rd ! R
d is measurable but not invertible, then only the �rst and

the second equation in (1) hold. In particular, the sample path '(t; !; x) is

only de�ned for t � 0.

The family of maps '(t; !; x) is called a random dynamical system. That

is, ' : T � 
� R
d ! R

d , (t; !; x) 7! '(t; !; x) is a measurable mapping such

that '(0; !) = idRd and '(s + t; !) = '(t; �s!) Æ '(s; !) for all s; t 2 T, and

! 2 
. These properties replace the ow property of a deterministic dynamical

system that is generated by the iteration of a map.

If the generator h is invertible (non-invertible), then T = Z (T = N).

Obviously, '(t; !) inherits the regularities (such as continuity or smoothness)

of h for t � 0 and of h�1 for t � 0. Note that the ergodic dynamical system

modeling the noise process is de�ned for time T = Z in both invertible and

non-invertible case.

De�nition 1 A random �xed point of a random dynamical system ' is a

random variable x
? : 
! R

d
such that almost surely

x
?(�!) = '(1; !; x?(!)) := h(!; x?(!)): (2)

In the context of random dynamical systems, we will use the notion almost

surely (abbreviated a.s.) in the following (non-standard) sense. A statement

holds a.s. if there exists a �-invariant set 
0 � 
 (�
0 = 
0) of full P-measure

(P(
0) = 1) such that this statement holds true for all ! 2 
0. For instance,
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the statement of the ergodic theorem can be understood in this sense, see

(Arnold, 1998, App. A.1).

Equation (2) implies x?(�t+1
!) = h(�t!; x?(�t!)) = '(t+1; !; x?(!)) for all

t. Hence a random �xed point is a stationary process which satis�es the ran-

dom di�erence equation xt+1(!) = h(�t!; xt(!)). Figure 1 depicts the sample

path of a random �xed point.

x?(�t!)


! �! �t! �t+1!

h(!; �) h(�t!; �)

Rd Rd Rd Rd

= '(t + 1; !; x?(!))

x?(�t+1!)
= h(�t!; x?(�t!))

'(t + 1; !; x)
'(1; !; x) = h(!; x)

x?(�!) = h(!; x?(!))

x

x?(!)

'(t; !; x)

Fig. 1. Random �xed point x? of a random dynamical system ' over the ergodic

dynamical system �. ' is generated by the mapping h.

Suppose the perturbation is trivial, i.e. h(!; x) � h(x), then the above

de�nition coincides with the notion of a deterministic steady state x? = h(x?).

By ergodicity of �, the process x?(�t!) is ergodic, and thus if E jx? j < 1

then limt!1
1=t

Pt
s=0 f(x

?(�s!)) =
R
fd(x?P) almost surely for any integrable

f . That is the empirical law of the orbit x?(�t!) is well-de�ned and equal to

x
?
P. The graph of x? is an invariant subset of the space 
� R

d with respect

to the mapping (!; x) 7! (�!; h(!; x)). Determining a random �xed point is

equivalent to solving a (typically in�nite) number of coupled equations. The

coupling enters through the operator � appearing on the left-hand side of (2).

3 Analysis of a stochastic Solow model

3.1 The model

The stochastic Solow model considered in this paper is given by

kt+1 =
(1� Æ(�t!)) kt + �(�t!) f(kt)

1 + n(�t!)
� h(�t!; kt) (3)

kt is the capital per worker in period t. (3) is a non-linear random di�erence

equation, describing the stochastic evolution of the capital intensity kt in time.

f : R+ ! R+ is a neoclassical production function. Æ(�t!), �(�t!), and n(�t!)

are ergodic processes that model stationary uctuations of the rate of depre-

ciation, invested share of output, and population growth rate. The invested
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output share �(�t!) f(kt) represents a random saving rate and a multiplicative

perturbation of the technology. The case f(0) = 0 corresponds to an economy

in which production of goods is impossible without capital, and in the case

f(0) > 0 goods can be produced with labor as the only input. Zero is a steady

state for any sequence of random shocks if f(0) = 0. For Æ(!) � Æ, �(!) � s,

and n(!) � n, we reobtain the deterministic Solow model, Solow (1956).

Binder and Pesaran (1999) show that a similar stochastic Solow model with

stochastic population growth and production shocks can be �tted with actual

data. Mirman (1972, 1973) has studied the existence of Markov equilibria in

this and similar models in which the population growth and the production are

uniformly bounded acyclic ergodic Markovian processes (Mirman, 1972) and

in which the production is subject to i.i.d. shocks possessing a density with

respect to Lebesgue measure (Mirman, 1973). For a motivation of a stochastic

depreciation rate see Ambler and Paquet (1994, p. 104).

Let us review the results for the deterministic Solow model.

Proposition 2 Assume that f is positive, increasing, strictly concave, and

continuously di�erentiable on R++ .

If Æ + n > 0, s > 0, and f satis�es the Inada condition

(i) 0 � lim
k!1

f
0(k) < (Æ + n)=s < lim

k!0
f
0(k) � 1,

then the deterministic Solow model (i.e. (3) with Æ(!) � Æ, �(!) � s, and

n(!) � n) possesses a unique non-trivial �xed point k(Æ; n; s). The �xed point

is stable and globally attracting on R++ .

If f(0) > 0, then no condition on limk!0 f
0(k) is needed and k(Æ; n; s) is

even globally attracting on R+ .

Proof. Any non-trivial steady state k satis�es f(k)=k = (Æ + n)=s which

is immediate from (3). Since h(k) = [(1 � Æ)k + sf(k)]=[1 + n] is increasing

and strictly concave, there is at most one non-trivial steady state. The Inada

condition is equivalent to 0 � limk!1
f(k)=k < (Æ + n)=s < limk!0 f(k)=k �

1 if f(0) = 0. (For the �rst condition apply de l'Hôpital's rule.) If f(0) > 0,

then limk!0 f(k)=k =1. Hence (i) ensures existence of k := k(Æ; n; s), because

f is continuous. Since h is strictly concave and h(k) > k for small k > 0, the

derivative h
0(k) < 1 and thus k is stable. The global attraction property

follows from the facts that k is the unique steady state on R++ , h(k) > k for

all 0 < k < k, and h(k) < k for all k > k. 2

3.2 Main result

We prove that the dynamics of the stochastic Solow model is determined

by a unique stable and globally attracting random �xed point. In particular,

it is ensured that the long-run behavior of all sample paths of capital inten-

sities is identical and is determined by the path of this random �xed point.

The random �xed point is ergodic and thus the time average of the capital

intensity is constant (and equal to the mean value of capital per worker at the
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random �xed point) for all initial states and almost all sample paths of the

perturbation.

Theorem 3 Assume the stochastic processes representing the rates of de-

preciation and population growth, and the product of saving rate and pro-

duction shocks, respectively, take values Æ(!) 2 [Æmin; Æmax] � [0; 1], n(!) 2

[nmin; nmax] � ] � 1;1[, and �(!) 2 [�min;1[� ]0;1[ with E � < 1. Assume

further that f is non-negative, increasing, strictly concave, and continuously

di�erentiable.

Suppose that

(i) Æmax + nmax > 0;

(ii) 0 � lim
k!1

f
0(k) <

Æmax + nmax

�min

< lim
k!0

f
0(k) � 1; and

(iii) E log
1� Æ(!) + �(!)f 0(k)

1 + n(!)
< 0, where k := k(Æmax; nmax; �min) is the non-

trivial steady state of the deterministic Solow model with respective pa-

rameters. k is well-de�ned by conditions (i) and (ii), see Proposition 2.

Then there exists a unique non-trivial random �xed point k
?
for the random

dynamical system ' generated by the stochastic Solow growth model (3). k
?

is stable, measurable with respect to the past, and globally attracting on R++ ,

i.e. for all k > 0, k'(t; !; k) � k
?(�t!)k ! 0 as t ! 1 a.s. Therefore, the

long-run behavior of all sample paths is uniquely determined by the random

�xed point k
?
.

If f(0) > 0, then no condition on limk!0 f
0(k) is needed and k

?
is even

globally attracting on R+ .

The random variables Æ(!), n(!), and �(!) are arbitrary ergodic processes.

In particular, they may be jointly independent as well as correlated processes.

Theorem 3 covers the results on the deterministic Solow model stated in

Proposition 2. To see this, it suÆces to check that condition (iii) of Theorem 3

is no additional restriction, if all quantities are deterministic. In this case, (iii)

becomes f 0(k) < (Æ+n)=�. Since f(k)=k = (Æ+n)=� for each non-trivial steady

state (see proof of Proposition 2), it remains to show that f 0(k) < f(k)=k. But

this follows from strict concavity of f .

3.3 A random �xed point theorem

This section states an existence theorem for random �xed points used in

the proof of the main result. The theorem is a version of a Banach �xed point

theorem for nonlinear stochastic systems due to Schmalfu� (1996, 1998).

Let G(!) � R
d , ! 2 
, be a random set, i.e. G(!) is closed a.s. and

f! j G(!)\U = ;g is measurable for all open sets U . In the following we will

consider random variables g(!) with values in G(!).

Suppose � is an ergodic dynamical system. Then all paths g(�t!), t 2 Z,

of a random variable g : 
 ! R
d grow either super-exponentially fast (i.e.
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lim supt!1
log+ kg(�t!)k=t =1 a.s.) or they grow sub-exponentially fast (i.e.

lim supt!1
log+ kg(�t!)k=t = 0 a.s.), see O'Brien (1982). In the latter case, g

is called tempered, and we de�ne

G := fall tempered random variables g with g(!) 2 G(!)g

Temperedness of g is equivalent to

lim
t!1

e
�Æt kg(�t!)k = 0 for all Æ > 0 (4)

Let �(�t!) be an i.i.d. process, then � is tempered if and only if Ek�k < 1,

see Arnold (1998, Prop. 4.1.3). In general, temperedness is a weaker condition

than integrability.

Theorem 4 Let ' be a random dynamical system such that the map x 7!

'(1; !; x) is continuously di�erentiable a.s., and let � be ergodic. Suppose there

exists a random set G(!), ! 2 
, such that G is non-empty and

(i) '(1; ��1!; g(��1!)) 2 G for all g 2 G;

(ii) supx2G(!) log k
@'(1;!;x)

@x
k � c(!) with E c(!) < 0; and

(iii) if, for some g 2 G, '(t; ��t!; g(��t!)) is a Cauchy sequence for all ! 2 
,

then its limit is in G.

Then there exists a random variable g
? 2 G such that a.s.

(a) '(1; !; g?(!)) = g
?(�!);

(b) limt!1
k'(t; !; g(!))� g

?(�t!)k = 0 for all g 2 G; and

(c) g
?(!) is uniquely determined.

Conditions (i){(iii) are invariance, uniform average contractivity, and com-

pleteness assumptions, respectively. The assertion is the existence of a random

�xed point g? with G being a subset of its basin of attraction. For trivial noise,

the theorem is the Banach �xed point theorem for di�erentiable mappings.

The long-run behavior of all sample paths with initial values g(!) 2 G(!)

is completely speci�ed by the orbit g?(�t!). In particular the (space) average

limt!1
1=t

Pt
s=0 '(s; !; g(!)) = limt!1

1=t
Pt

s=0 g
?(�s!) = Eg

? and thus is

constant a.s., if g? is integrable.

Suppose g?(!) > 0. Then the growth rate g?(!) := (g?(�!)�g
?(!))=g?(!)

is tempered, by temperedness of g?, and E log(1 + g?(!)) = 0, if log g? is

integrable.

Proposition 5 If the set of tempered random variables G in Theorem 4 con-

tains a constant random variable g(!) � g, then the random �xed point

g
? : 
! R

d
is measurable with respect to the past F� := �f! 7! '(s; ��t!) j

0 � s � tg.

Proof. The conclusion limt!1
k'(t; !; g(!))� g

?(�t!)k = 0 for all g 2 G in

Theorem 4 implies (by stationarity of �)

k'(t; ��t!; g(��t!))� g
?(!)k ! 0 as t!1 in probability:

7



If g(!) � g is an element of G, then '(t; ��t!; g) converges as t !1 and

its limit is equal to g?(!) (a.s.). Thus g?(!) is measurable with respect to the

�-algebra �f! 7! '(t; ��t!) j 0 � tg � F�. 2

3.4 Proof of the main result

Proof of Theorem 3 This proof is an application of the random �xed point

theorem 4. We �rst de�ne a set G and then show that the conditions of

Theorem 4 are satis�ed. The global attraction property and F�-measurability

is proved at the end of this proof.

(a) De�nition of G. Let G := [k(Æmax; nmax; �min);1[. G(!) � G is a

random set by closedness of G. G is non-empty because it contains all constant

functions with values larger than k. Since k := k(Æmax; nmax; �min) > 0, the

application of Theorem 4 will yield a non-trivial random �xed point k?.

(b) We check condition (i) of Theorem 4: invariance of G.

It is a simple exercise to check that G is forward invariant (i.e. if k 2

G, then h(!; k) 2 G for all !), because h(!; k) � k for all k 2 G, ! 2


. (Observe that the function h decreases as Æ(!) or n(!) increase, or �(!)

decreases. k(Æmax; nmax; �min) is hence the smallest non-trivial �xed point of

all deterministic maps h(k) associated to (3) with parameters Æ 2 [Æmin; Æmax],

n 2 [nmin; nmax], and � 2 [�min;1[.) Therefore, '(1; ��1!; g(��1!)) 2 G(!) �

G for all g 2 G.

We next show that ! 7! '(1; ��1!; g(��1!)) is tempered for all g 2 G. This

yields condition (i) of Theorem 4.

Concavity of f implies f(k) � f(y) + f
0(y)k for all k with an arbitrarily

�xed y > 0. (Recall that f 0(0) =1 is not excluded in the theorem.) Therefore,

'(1; !; k) �
1� Æ(!) + �(!)f 0(y)

1 + n(!)
k +

�(!)f(y)

1 + nmin

(5)

Since � is tempered (which is implied by E � <1 (Arnold, 1998, Prop. 4.1.3)),

1=(1 + n(!)) � 1=(1 + nmin), and sums as well as products of �nitely many

tempered random variables are tempered, the above estimate ensures tem-

peredness of '(1; ��1!; g(��1!)).

(c) We check condition (ii) of Theorem 4: contraction. This follows directly

from assumption (iii), because f 0 is decreasing and thus assumes its maximum

at the minimal element of G, i.e. supk2G f
0(k) = f

0(k).

(d) We check condition (iii) of Theorem 4: convergence. Let g 2 G, and

suppose that '(t; ��t!; g(��t!)) is a Cauchy sequence for all !. Then the limit

is in G(!) for all !, because G(!) � G is forward invariant and complete. To

ensure (iii) it thus suÆces to check that limt!1
'(t; ��t!; g(��t!)) (assumed

to exists) is a tempered random variable.

We need the following observation to ensure the temperedness. De�ne the

aÆne random di�erence equation

xt+1 = a(�t!)xt + b(�t!); (6)
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with

a(!) :=
1� Æ(!) + �(!)f 0(k)

1 + n(!)
and b(!) :=

�(!)f(k)

1 + nmin

Then limt!1
'(t; ��t!; g(��t!)) is bounded from above by the random �xed

point, say x
?(!), of (6). This claim follows from (5) and the fact that x?(!) is

stable by assumption (iii) and hence attracts any tempered random variable.

We next prove existence and temperedness of x?(!).

Existence of x?(!): The only candidate for a random �xed point is

x
?(!) := b(��1!) +

1X
i=1

b(��(i+1)
!)

iY
j=1

a(��j!)

see Arnold and Crauel (1992). x?(!) is well de�ned because E log a < 0 and

Eb < 1: Observe that for any 0 < " < �E log a there exists a t("; !) such

that
Qi

j=1 a(�
�j
!) � e

�"i for all i � t("; !). Now, temperedness of b(!), which

is implied by E b <1 (Arnold, 1998, Prop. 4.1.3), gives the a.s. existence.

Temperedness of x?(!): Recall that E log a < 0 and b is tempered. There-

fore, for all " > 0 there exists an s0(!; ") such that for all s � s0(!; "),

log b(��s!) � "s and
���Ps

j=1 (log a(�
�j
!)� E log a)

��� � "s.

Since a(!) > 0 and b(!) > 0, one has the following representation

x
?(��t!)= exp log b(��(t+1)

!)

+
1X
i=1

exp
h
log b(��(i+1+t)

!) +
t+iX
j=1

( log a(��j!)� E log a)

�
tX

j=1

( log a(��j!)� E log a) + iE log a
i

Thus, for " < jE log aj=2 and all t � s0(!; ") it is

x
?(��t!)�exp("(t+ 1)) +

1X
i=1

exp ("((i+ 1 + t) + (t + i) + t) + iE log a)

�exp("(t+ 1)) + exp("(3t+ 1))
exp(2"+ E log a)

1� exp(2"+ E log a)

Temperedness of x?(!) can now be seen using (4). Fix any Æ > 0, then for

each " such that 0 < " < maxfÆ=3;�(E log a)=2g one has e�Ætx?(��t!)! 0.

We thus have proved (d) and therefore the application of the random �xed

point theorem yields all assertions claimed except the global attraction prop-

erty.

(e) Global attraction property. If all noise processes are trivial, then k(Æ; n; �)

is a steady state that is globally attracting on R++ , see Proposition 2 and the

remark given after Theorem 3. Now, suppose that at least one noise process

is non-trivial. Assume that this is true for the rate of depreciation, i.e. there
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exists a Æ such that Æmin < Æ < Æmax and 0 < PfÆ(!) � Æg < 1. All other cases

can be treated completely analogous.

Observe �rst that '(1; !; k) � h(!; k) � k for all ! 2 
 and all k � k :=

k(Æmax; nmax; �min). Further, for each k > 0 there exists a t(!; k) such that,

if Æ(�s!) � Æ for all 0 � s � t(!; k), then '(t(!; x); !; k) > k. Property (1)

ensures that it suÆces to have Æ(�s!) � Æ for at least t(!; k) di�erent times

less than some �nite T (!; k) to get '(u; !; k) > k for all u � T (!; k). Thus, if

the existence of such a T (!; k) is proved we are done.

Ergodicity of � implies limt!1
1=t

Pt
s=0 1[0;Æ]Æ(�

s
!) = Pf! j Æ(!) � Æg > 0

and therefore Pf! j Æ(�s!) � Æ for in�nitely many s � 0g = 1. But this yields

existence of a �nite T (!; k) for all ! and all k which possesses the property

required to complete (e).

(f) Uniqueness and F�

-measurability.Uniqueness of the random �xed point

on R++ follows immediately from the global attraction property. F�-measur-

ability follows from Proposition 5, cf. step (a) of this proof. 2

4 Examples and suÆcient conditions

First we derive a simple suÆcient condition for the contraction condi-

tion (iii) of Theorem 3. This condition can be rewritten as E log(1 � Æ(!) +

�(!)f 0(k)) < E log(1+n(!)). Using that log is concave (which implies E log �

log E by Jensen's inequality), we obtain the suÆcient condition E (1 � Æ(!) +

�(!)f 0(k)) < exp(E log(1 + n(!))) which is equivalent to

f
0(k(Æmax; nmax; �min)) <

EÆ(!) � 1 + exp(E log(1 + n(!)))

E �(!)
(7)

Using that n(!) � nmin, (7) follows from

f
0(k(Æmax; nmax; �min)) <

EÆ(!) + nmin

E �(!)
(8)

Therefore, (8) implies condition (iii) of Theorem 3.

Example 1. Consider the Cobb-Douglas production function f(k) = k
�

with 0 < � < 1. The Inada condition (ii) of Theorem 3 is satis�ed for all �.

Equation (8) (and thus condition (iii) of Theorem 3) is ful�lled, if

� <

�min

E �

EÆ(!) + nmin

Æmax + nmax

It is straightforward to check that k = ((Æmax + nmax)=�min)
1

��1 and thus

f
0(k) = � (Æmax + nmax)=�min. Inserting the last term into (8) immediately

yields the above assumption on �.

Example 2. Consider the CES production function f(k) = (1�A+Ak�)1=�

with 0 6= � < 1, and 0 < A < 1. Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3 are
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satis�ed if

A < min

( 
Æmax + nmax

�min

!�

;

�
1��
min

E�

E Æ + nmin

(Æmax + nmax)1��

)

Observing that f(k)=k = (A+ (1� A)k��)
1=�

! A
1=� as k ! 1, it is clear

that the Inada condition (ii) follows from our �rst assumption on A. Elemen-

tary calculations further yield

k =

0
@ 1� A�

Æmax+nmax

�min

��
� A

1
A
1=�

and hence f
0(k) = A

 
Æmax + nmax

�min

!1��

where k > 0 by the �rst assumption on A. Using (8), we obtain that (iii) is

implied by our second condition on A.

5 Markov equilibria and random �xed points

We recall the de�nition of a Markov equilibrium which is a stochastic

analogue of a deterministic steady state, see e.g. Futia (1982) and DuÆe et

al. (1994). Consider the random di�erence equation xt+1 = h(�(�t!); xt) on R
d ,

where h : Rm �Rd ! R
d is a measurable mapping and �(�t!) is an Rm -valued

i.i.d. process, i.e. let � denotes the distribution of �, the associated ergodic

dynamical system is given by ((Rm)Z;B(Rm)Z; �Z) and �(�t!) = �(!(t+ �)) =

!(t). The resulting random sequence xt is a homogeneous Markov process with

transition probability P (x;B) = Pfxt+1 2 B j xt = xg. A probability measure

� is called a Markov equilibrium if, for any set B 2 B(Rd),

�(B) =

Z
Rd

P (x;B) �(dx): (9)

Equation (9) implies that the process xt has the distribution � for all t, if the

initial value x0 has the distribution �. This concept carries over to the case of

an ergodic Markov process �.

Arnold (1998, Thm. 2.1.8) yields the following result on the relationship

between random �xed points and ergodic Markov equilibria.

Corollary 6 Suppose x
?(!) is a random �xed point of the random dynamical

system generated by xt+1 = h(�(�t!); xt) and �(�t!) is an R
m
-valued i.i.d.

process. Then the probability measure �(B) := Pfx?(!) 2 Bg = x
?
P(B) is

an ergodic Markov equilibrium, if x
?(!) is measurable with respect to the �-

algebra �f! 7! �(�t!) j t < 0g (which corresponds to the past of the noise

process).

The following result is immediate from Theorem 3, Proposition 5, and

Corollary 6.

11



Corollary 7 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satis�ed. If the pro-

cess (Æ(!); n(!); �(!)) is i.i.d., then the stochastic Solow model possesses a

unique ergodic Markov equilibrium on R++ .

This result applies e.g. if the uctuations of the parameters are caused by

economy wide i.i.d. shocks and each parameter is a function of this shock, or

if the parameters are pairwise independent i.i.d. processes.
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